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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to a compressed picture data transmission method and a compressed picture data transmission apparatus for carrying out a plurality of series of compressed picture data.

Background Art

[0002] Hitherto, in order to efficiently carry out compression of picture data, there has been employed a method of allowing pictures (pictorial images) of respective frames to be any one of three kinds of pictures of a picture (Intra-coded Picture), P picture (Predictive coded Picture) and B picture (Bidirectionally predictive coded Picture) to combine frame pictures of these three pictures to compression-encode picture data. Data of I picture is picture data compressed only by frame picture which is subject to encoding (hereinafter referred to as corresponding frame picture depending upon circumstances), data of P picture is picture data compressed on the basis of corresponding frame picture and frame picture of I picture earlier than the corresponding frame picture and nearest thereto, and data of B picture is picture data compressed on the basis of pictures of three frames in total of corresponding frame picture, frame and frame groups of I picture or P picture before and after the corresponding frame picture and respectively nearest thereto.

[0003] For example, in the case where data train which have been encoded as shown in FIG. 1 is caused to undergo transmission in frame units, compressed picture data (pictorial image) data is caused to be data train as indicated by the series A of FIG. 2A. In the case where data train obtained by compressing data of picture (pictorial image) different from the picture indicated by the data train of the series A is now assumed to be series B as shown in FIG. 2B, and the series A and the series B are caused to undergo frame synchronization to carry out switching from the series A to the series B at the switching point P of the fourth frame, data train of the series C as shown in FIG. 2C is obtained.

[0004] Meanwhile, since frame picture P_{B-4} immediately after the switching point P within the series C shown in FIG. 2C cannot be correctly decoded when decoding is implemented thereto because frame picture I_{B-2} when picture data is encoded is missing. Moreover, since frame picture B_{B-5} subsequent to the frame picture P_{B-4} is decoded by using frame picture P_{B-4} in which decode error (error in decoding) has taken place, decode error takes place also in this case. Although way of generation of decode error changes by phase and switching point between two series, in the case where switching between two series is carried out at a predetermined switching point as described above, occurrence of decode error cannot be avoided. Accordingly, ordinarily, decoding is implemented to compressed picture data to carry out switching in the area of the decoded picture signal. In this case, however, since decoding and encoding are repeated, picture quality is increasingly deteriorated every repetition. In addition, the hardware configuration becomes large.

[0005] In view of actual circumstances as described above, this invention contemplates providing a compressed picture data transmission method and a compressed picture data transmission apparatus which can carry out switching between data trains of plural series without allowing the picture quality to be deteriorated.

[0006] European patent application number 0 590 974 A2 discloses coded data picture editing apparatus in which a readout controller is arranged to read out first and second coded video signals which include intraframe and interframe coded pictures. The readout controller is arranged to adjust the time bases of the first and second coded video signals to agree with each other. An intraframe/interframe detector checks whether the readout coded picture is an intraframe coded picture or an interframe coded picture and outputs a result signal to a header preparer. The header preparer prepares an edit header to be added to interframe data comprising a bit indicative of whether the picture is interframe or intraframe coded to assist decoding.

[0007] EP 0 734 159 A1 published on 25 September 1996 and designating UK, France and Germany, discloses a video signal editing apparatus for editing compressed encoded pictures, including intraframe and interframe coded pictures. The apparatus includes a signal processing means for dividing each of a plurality of groups of coded video signals at a switching point so that each group ends or begins with an intraframe coded picture.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0008] Various aspects and features of the present invention are defined in the appended claims.

[0009] In order to solve the above-described problems, a compressed picture data transmission method is provided in which, in carrying out, every frame, transmission of picture data compressed by using frame correlation (hereinafter referred to as compressed picture data), compressed picture data necessary for decoding compressed picture data caused to undergo transmission (or transmitted) every frame are caused to undergo transmission at the same time within the same frame as that of the compressed picture data caused to undergo transmission every frame.

[0010] Moreover, the compressed picture data transmission method is arranged so that, in plural successive frames, compressed picture data of sum sets of compressed picture data included within the respective frames are copied into the respective plural successive frames to carry out transmission thereof.

[0011] Further, a compressed picture data transmission method according to embodiments of the present
invention are arranged so that, in carrying out switching between two series of picture data compressed by using frame correlation to conduct transmission thereof, in respective data trains before and after a switching point at which switching between two series is carried out, compressed picture data necessary for decoding compressed picture data of respective frames caused to undergo transmission after undergone switching are inserted into the respective data trains of the two series which have been caused to undergo switching.

[0012] In this case, compressed picture data necessary for decoding compressed picture data are respectively allocated within respective one frames before and after the switching point.

Moreover, a compressed picture data transmission apparatus according to embodiments of the present invention comprises a decoder adapted so that first and second picture signals compressed by using frame correlation are inputted thereto to judge kinds of the first and second picture signals; first and second memories for respectively temporarily holding the first and second picture signals; control means for controlling read-out operation of the first and second picture signals from the first and second memories on the basis of the kinds of the first and second picture signals judged by a switching signal and the decoder; and switching means for carrying out, on the basis of the switching signal, switching between the first and second picture signals which have been read out from the first and second memories to output the picture signal obtained by switching.

[0013] In this case, the control means is provided in which in the case where when the first and second picture signals at a switching point that the switching signal indicates are decoded, it is judged by the decoder that a picture signal before or after the switching point is a necessary kind of signal, it controls the memories so as to add, to the first and second picture signals at the switching point, the picture signal necessary for decoding thereof to read them out from the memories.

[0014] Moreover, the control means is provided in which in the case where when the first and second picture signals are inputted, every respective frames, to the first and second memories, it controls the memories so as to add, to each of the frames of the first and second picture signals at the switching point, a picture signal or signals necessary in decoding corresponding one of the first and second picture signals to read them out from the memories.

[0015] Further, embodiments of the present invention can provide, in the case where transmission of compressed picture data using frame correlation is carried out, only compressed picture data necessary for decoding are caused to be included every respective frames, or compressed picture data of sum sets of compressed picture data included within respective frames are copied every respective frames as compressed picture data necessary for decoding.

[0016] In addition, embodiments of the present invention can provide, in the case where switching between series of compressed picture data is carried out to conduct transmission thereof, within respective data trains before and after the switching point, compressed picture data necessary for decoding compressed picture data of respective frames caused to undergo transmission (or transmitted) after undergone switching are inserted into the respective data trains before and after the switching point.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017]

FIG. 1 is view for explaining a picture compression method utilizing the frame correlation.

FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C are views for explaining switching between series of compressed picture data.

FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D are views for explaining a first compressed picture data transmission method according to this invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a more practical configuration of a compressed picture data transmission apparatus according to this invention.

FIGS. 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D are views showing write-in and read-out timings with respect to memory of the compressed picture data shown in FIG. 3.

FIG. 6 is a view for explaining a second compressed picture data transmission method according to this invention.

FIG. 7 is a view showing outline of the configuration for switching of compressed picture data.

FIGS. 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D and 8E are views showing write-in and read-out timings with respect to memories of the compressed picture data shown in FIG. 6.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0018] Preferred embodiments of this invention will now be described with reference to the attached drawings. FIG. 3 is a view for explaining a first compressed picture data transmission method according to this invention.

[0019] In order that switching between two series of compressed picture data is carried out in frame units thereafter to correctly decode the compressed picture data, it is sufficient that all data for decoding respective frame pictures are included within frames before and after switching point between two series. Thus, switching between two series can be carried out without allowing deterioration of the picture quality to take place. Accordingly, if an approach is employed to transmit, every respective frames, all data necessary for decoding corresponding frame, switching of series can be carried out in an arbitrary frame. In addition, information indicating data of frame pictures to be decoded in respective frames are respectively added to the leading portions of the respective frames as a header.
[0020] In more practical sense, in the case where a data train similar to the data train of the series A of FIG. 2A in which four frames are caused to be one set (group of pictures) is used as shown in FIG. 3B, it is sufficient to transmit only compressed picture data necessary for decoding corresponding frames every respective frames as shown in FIG. 3C, or to copy compressed picture data of sum sets of compressed picture data included within respective frames into respective frames to transmit them as shown in FIG. 3D.

[0021] Initially, explanation will be given in connection with the case where transmission of only compressed picture data necessary for decoding, every respective frames, respective corresponding frames is carried out. As shown in FIG. 3C, compressed picture data of frame picture IA-1 which is I picture is first transmitted at frame F1. In the case of the frame picture IA-1, since decoding can be carried out by only this frame picture, compressed picture data consisting of only frame picture IA-1 is transmitted at the frame F1.

[0022] Subsequently, at frame F3, compressed picture data of frame picture BA-2 which is B picture is transmitted. When carrying out decoding of the frame picture BA-2, since frame picture IA-1 of the frame forward in point of time (hereinafter referred to as forward frame) which is I picture nearest to the frame picture BA-2 and frame picture PA-3 which is P picture of the frame backward in point of time (hereinafter referred to as backward frame) nearest thereto are required, three compressed picture data of frame pictures IA-1, BA-2 and PA-3 are transmitted at the frame F3. In addition, information indicating that the compressed picture data to be decoded is B picture is added to the leading portion of the frame F3.

[0023] Further, compressed picture data of frame picture PA-3 which is P picture is transmitted at frame F3. When carrying out decoding of the frame picture PA-3, since frame picture IA-1 which is I picture of the forward frame of the frame picture PA-3 is required, two compressed picture data of frame pictures IA-1 and PA-3 are transmitted at the frame F3. In addition, information indicating that the compressed picture data to be decoded is P picture is added to the leading portion of the frame F3.

[0024] Further, compressed picture data of frame picture BA-4 which is B picture is transmitted at frame F4. When carrying out decoding of the frame picture BA-4, frame picture IA-5 of the backward frame which is I picture nearest to the frame picture BA-4 and frame picture PA-3 which is P picture of the forward frame nearest thereto are required. In this case, in order to correctly decode the frame picture PA-3, frame picture IA-1 is required. Accordingly, four compressed picture data of frame pictures IA-1, PA-3, BA-4 and IA-5 are transmitted at the frame F4. In addition, information indicating that the compressed picture data to be decoded is B picture is added to the leading portion of the frame F4.

[0025] In this way, compressed picture data necessary for carrying out decoding every frame are transmitted at the same time within the same frame. It is to be noted that flag indicating validity of corresponding data may be added to the respective leading positions of compressed picture data within respective frames in place of header data. Namely, flag 1 is added, as valid data, to compressed picture data to be decoded within respective frames, and flag 0 is added to other overlapping data.

[0026] Explanation will now be given in connection with the case where compressed picture data of sum sets of compressed picture data included within respective frames are copied into respective frames to carry out transmission thereof.

[0027] In this case, three compressed picture data of frame pictures IA-1, BA-2 and PA-3 are transmitted as indicated at the frame F2 of FIG. 3D at the frame F2. In this transmission system, these compressed picture data are copied into frame F3 as well to transmit them, thereby making it possible to decode frame picture PA-3 at the frame F3. Moreover, at frame F4, four compressed picture data of frame pictures IA-1, PA-3, BA-4 and IA-5 are transmitted as indicated at the frame F4 of FIG. 3D. Also in this case, similarly to the above, these compressed picture data are copied into the frame F5 as well to transmit them, thereby making it possible to decode frame picture IA-5 at frame F5. In this way, compressed picture data of plural frames transmitted at the same time at the first frame of two frames are copied into the second frame as they are to transmit them, whereby generation of data train to be transmitted becomes easy. It should be noted that while, in the above-described embodiment, since picture data of four frames including two frames of B picture are caused to be one set (group of pictures), compressed picture data of the same number of frames are transmitted in the state where they are copied for respective two frames within data train to be transmitted, if the number of frames of B pictures within one set is further increased, the number of frames in which compressed picture data of the same number of frames are copied is also further increased within data train to be transmitted.

[0028] In the above-described compressed picture data transmission method, there is employed a scheme in principle such that the side for transmitting compressed data has memory for preserving compressed picture data of several frames to read out compressed picture data as occasion demands from the memory. For example, let suppose the case where the compressed picture data transmitting side is digital video tape recorder (DVTR) for recording and reproducing compressed picture data, and outline of the configuration of this DVTR is shown in FIG. 4.

[0029] Compressed picture data written onto recording medium (not shown) of FIG. 4 is read out by a reproduction head 7, and is then sent to a synchronizing information extractor (extraction element) 9 through a reproduction amplifier 8. At the synchronizing information extractor 9, additional information such as synchronizing signal and identification (ID) information, etc. is taken out from the sent compressed picture data. The compressed picture data synchronized by the synchronizing signal is...
sent to an error correction decoder 10. At the error correction decoder 10, error correction is implemented to the sent compressed picture data. This error corrected compressed picture data is sent to a picture expansion decoder 11, at which it is caused to undergo decoding, i.e., expansion processing. The picture data thus processed is sent to a picture modification circuit 12. At the picture modification circuit 12, modification of picture data is carried out. The picture data thus modified is converted into an analog signal by a D/A (Digital/Analog) converter 13, and is then outputted through a terminal 19. Moreover, an analog signal of picture data inputted to an A/D (Analog/Digital) converter 1 through a terminal 19 is converted into a digital signal, and is then sent to a picture compression encoder 2. At the picture compression encoder 2, compression encoding of the sent picture data is carried out. The compression-encoded picture data thus obtained is sent to an error correction encoder 3, at which error code for error correction is added thereto. The error corrected compressed picture data is sent to a synchronizing information adding element 4, at which additional information such as synchronizing signal and identification (ID) information is added. The compressed picture data outputted from the synchronizing information adding element 4 is outputted to a recording amplifier 5. The compressed picture data thus outputted is written onto recording medium (not shown).

[0030] Further, the compressed picture data outputted from the error correction decoder 10 is also sent to a buffer memory 14 and a memory control circuit 15. By control from the memory control circuit 15, compressed picture data of several frames necessary for decoding respective corresponding frames every respective frames are taken out from compressed picture data stored in the buffer memory 14. The compressed picture data thus taken out is sent to an output format encoder 16. This output format encoder 16 encodes compressed picture data sent thereto every respective frames to output them from a signal output terminal 17.

[0031] Write-in and read-out timings with respect to the buffer memory 14 of FIG. 4 is shown in FIG. 5. Initially, at the write-in timing shown in FIG. 5B, picture data of four frames are first sequentially written into the buffer memory 14. Thereafter, in the case of the data train shown in FIG. 3B, at the timing shown in FIG. 5C, picture data of the fifth frame is written into the buffer memory 14, and compressed picture data written into the buffer memory 14 are sequentially read out at the same time from the frame F1 as data train to be transmitted. In addition, in the case of the data train shown in FIG. 3C, compressed picture data written in the buffer memory 14 are read out at the timing shown in FIG. 5D. It is to be noted that the read-out timing shown in FIG. 5C may be a timing such that picture data of the third frame is written into the buffer memory 14, and compressed picture data written in the buffer memory 14 is read out therefrom at the same time.

[0034] In this case, the receiving side for receiving data train outputted from the signal output terminal 17 of FIG. 4 discriminates between data to be decoded and overlapping data on the basis of header information. If the receiving side is decoder, it serves to eliminate overlapping data from the received data train to carry out recording. On the other hand, if the receiving side is decoder, it serves to carry out decoding in accordance with the series of the received data train.

[0035] In the above-described embodiment, compression pressing is carried out in advance at the picture data transmitting side so that switching between series can be carried out. Explanation will be given below in connection with the case where there is employed, as a second compression picture data transmission method different from the above, a method of compression-processing picture data at the time of switching between series to transmit picture data in the state where picture data is compressed only at corresponding portion so that picture before and after the switching point between series can be completely decoded.

[0036] FIG. 6 is a view for explaining the second compressed picture data transmission method. The series A and the series B shown in the FIG. 6 mentioned above are series similar to the series A and the series B shown in FIG. 2. In this compressed picture data transmission method, in the case where the series A and the series B are caused to undergo switching from the series A to the series B at the switching point P of the fourth frame, compressed picture data of frame picture P_{B,4} and frame picture P_{B,3} are also caused to be included within one frame in order to decode frame picture P_{B,4} immediately after the switching point P of the series B.

[0037] Moreover, outline of the configuration of a circuit for switching of compressed picture data in the second compressed picture data transmission method is shown in FIG. 7. Initially, data train of the series A is inputted from a signal input terminal 21, and data train of the series B is inputted from a signal input terminal 22. Data train of the series A is inputted to a decoder 23, and data train of the series B is sent to a decoder 24, at which there is carried out discrimination as to whether compressed picture data of respective frame pictures within the data trains are I picture, B picture or P picture. Respective discrimination results outputted from the decoders 23, 24 are sent to a memory switching control section 28. In addition, the data trains sent to the decoders 23, 24 are respectively written into memories 25, 26, and are stored thereinto. At this time, the memories 25, 26 function as a delay circuit.

[0038] In this case, the memory switching control section 28 is supplied with a switching signal inputted from a switching signal input terminal 27. The memory switching control section 28 outputs a switching control signal to the memories 25, 26 and a signal selector 29 on the basis of the supplied switching signal. From these memories 25, 26, compressed picture data stored therein are
read out on the basis of a switching control signal from the memory switching control section 28. The compressed picture data which have been read out are sent to the signal selector 29. At the signal selector 29, the sent compressed picture data is outputted after undergone switching on the basis of the switching control signal from the memory switching control section 28. Thus, data train of the series C is outputted from a signal output terminal 30.

[0040] Write-in and read-out timings of compressed picture data with respect to the memories 25, 26 at this time are shown in FIG. 8.

[0041] FIG. 8B shows write-in timing of compressed picture data with respect to the memory 25, and FIG. 8C shows read-out timing of compressed picture data with respect to (from) the memory 25. Moreover, FIG. 8D shows write-in timing of compressed picture data with respect to the memory 26, and FIG. 8E shows read-out timing of compressed picture data with respect to (from) the memory 26. Namely, in the case where switching signal is inputted at time Q, of the fourth frame, compressed picture data are respectively read out from the memories 25, 26. Thus, compressed picture data of the series A is transmitted as transmit data train. Thereafter, switching control signal is sent from the memory switching control section 28 to the signal selector 29 of FIG. 7 at the time later by three frames from the time point when the switching signal is inputted, i.e., the time Q, of the seventh frame. Thus, transmit data train is switched to frame picture PB-4 which is compressed picture data of the series B. At this time, compressed picture data of frame picture IB-2 and frame picture BB-3 for decoding the frame picture PB-4 are also transmitted within the same frame as that of the compressed picture data of the frame picture PB-4. Then, header data indicating data to be decoded (compressed picture data of frame picture PB-4) is added to the leading portions of respective frames. The header data added data thus obtained are transmitted. Alternatively, data indicating validity of corresponding data is added to the leading portions of respective data within respective frames. The validity data added data thus obtained are transmitted.

[0042] As described above, in the first compressed picture data transmission method and the second compressed picture data transmission method, switching between compressed picture data is carried out at the transmission path.

[0043] For example, in the case where compressed picture data is reproduced from a recording medium in which random-access can be carried out as in the case of a disc recorder using disc as a recording medium, in more practical sense, in the case where jump from an arbitrary frame picture to another arbitrary frame picture is carried out to conduct continuous reproduction, since sequence of compression algorithm becomes discontinuous, phenomenon similar to switching takes place. Also in this case, if the above-described compressed picture data transmission method is used, it is possible to avoid that data becomes discontinuous.

Claims

1. A method for transmitting compressed picture data wherein each frame time unit includes picture data compressed by using frame correlation, the compressed picture data including intraframe (I) coded, predictive (P) coded and bi-directionally (B) predictive coded picture kinds, the method comprising:

- transmitting in every frame time unit compressed picture data of a first of the kinds of coded pictures, the method being characterised by transmitting contemporaneously within the same frame time unit compressed picture data of a second kind necessary for decoding the compressed picture data of the first kind.

2. A method for transmitting compressed picture data as set forth in claim 1, comprising:

- copying sum sets of compressed picture data comprising coded picture kinds from respective frame time units into respective plural successive frame time units for providing the compressed picture data of the second kind for decoding the compressed picture data of the first kind.

3. A method for transmitting compressed picture data as set forth in claim 1, comprising:

- switching at a switching point between two series of picture data trains compressed by using frame correlation, and

- inserting the compressed picture data of the second kind necessary for decoding the compressed picture data of the first kind into the respective data trains of the two series of switched compressed picture data.

4. A method for transmitting compressed picture data as set forth in claim 3, comprising:

- allocating, within the respective one frame time unit before and after the switching point, compressed picture data of the second kind necessary for decoding the compressed picture data of the first kind.

5. A compressed picture data transmission apparatus comprising:

- a decoder (23,24) for judging first and second input picture signals compressed by using frame correlation, the first and second picture signals
including intraframe (I) coded, predictive (P) coded and bi-directionally (B) predictive coded picture kinds, first and second memories (25, 26) for respectively temporarily holding the first and second compressed picture signals; control means (28, 29) for controlling a read-out operation of the first and second compressed picture signals from the first and second memories on the basis of the kinds of the first and second picture signals being judged by the decoder; and switching means (29) for switching, on the basis of a switching signal between the first and second picture signals read out from the first and second memories to output the compressed picture signal obtained by the switching, characterised in that the decoder (23, 24) is operable to judge whether the first and second picture signals before or after the switching point requires a necessary second kind of coded picture signal to decode the first or second picture signal, and the control means (28) controls the memories so as to add, to the first and second picture signals at the switching point, the picture signal representing a kind of coded picture data necessary for decoding the first and second picture signals from the memories.

6. A compressed picture data transmission apparatus as set forth in claim 5, wherein the first and second picture signals are inputted, every respective frame time unit, to the first and second memories, and wherein the control means (28) controls the memories so as to add, to each of the frame time units of the first and second picture signals at the switching point, a picture signal or signals necessary for decoding the corresponding first and second compressed picture signals and for reading the compressed picture signals out from the memories (25, 26).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Übertragung komprimierter Bilddaten, wobei jede Rahmenzeiteinheit Bilddaten aufweist, die durch Benutzung einer Rahmenkorrelation komprimiert sind, wobei die komprimierten Bilddaten Infrarahmen(I)-codierte, prädictiv(P)-codierte und bidirektionale(B) prädictiv-codierte Bilddaten aufweisen, wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

Übertragen komprimierter Bilddaten einer ersten der Arten codierter Bilder in jeder Rahmenzeiteinheit, wobei das Verfahren gekennzeichnet ist durch

in der gleichen Rahmenzeiteinheit gleichzeitiges Übertragen von komprimierten Bilddaten einer zur Decodierung der komprimierten Bilddaten der ersten Art notwendigen zweiten Art.

2. Verfahren zur Übertragung komprimierter Bilddaten nach Anspruch 1, aufweisend:

Kopieren von codierte Bildarten von jeweiligen Rahmenzeiteinheiten aufweisenden Summen- sätzen aus komprimierten Bilddaten in jeweilige mehrere sukzessive Rahmenzeiteinheiten zur Bereitstellung der komprimierten Bilddaten der zweiten Art zur Decodierung der komprimierten Bilddaten der ersten Art.

3. Verfahren zur Übertragung komprimierter Bilddaten nach Anspruch 1, aufweisend:

Schalten bei einem Schaltpunkt zwischen zwei Reihen von durch Benutzung einer Rahmenkorrelation komprimierten Bilddatenzügen und Einsetzen der komprimierten Bilddaten der zur Decodierung der komprimierten Bilddaten der ersten Art notwendigen komprimierten Bilddaten der zweiten Art in die jeweiligen Datenzüge der zwei Reihen von geschalteten komprimierten Bilddaten.

4. Verfahren zur Übertragung komprimierter Bilddaten nach Anspruch 3, aufweisend:

Zuteilen in der jeweiligen einen Rahmenzeiteinheit vor und nach dem Schaltpunkt von komprimierten Bilddaten der zur Decodierung der komprimierten Bilddaten der ersten Art notwendigen Bilddaten der zweiten Art.

5. Komprimiertbilddaten-Übertragungsvorrichtung, aufweisend:

einen Decodierer (23, 24) zur Feststellung eines ersten und zweiten Eingangsbildsignals, die durch Benutzung einer Rahmenkorrelation komprimiert sind, wobei das erste und zweite Bildsignal Infrarahmen(I)-codierte, prädictiv(B)-codierte und bidirektionale(B) prädictiv-codierte Bilddaten aufweisen, einen ersten und zweiten Speicher (25, 26) zum jeweiligen zeitweiligen Halten des ersten bzw. zweiten komprimierten Bildsignals, eine Steuerungseinrichtung (28, 29) zur Steuerung einer Ausleseoperation des ersten und zweiten komprimierten Bildsignals, und eine Schalteinrichtung (29) zum Schalten zwi-
schen dem aus dem ersten und zweiten Speicher ausgelesenen ersten und zweiten Bildsignal auf Basis eines Schaltsignals, um das durch das Schalten erhaltene komprimierte Bildsignal auszugeben, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Decodierer (23, 24) zum Feststellen betriebsfähig ist, ob das erste und zweite Bildsignal vor oder nach dem Schaltpunkt eine notwendige zweite Art von codiertem Bildsignal zum Decodieren des ersten oder zweiten Bildsignals benötigt, und die Steuerungseinrichtung (28) die Speicher steuert, um beim Schaltpunkt dem ersten und zweiten Bildsignal das Bildsignal hinzuzufügen, das eine Art von codierten Bilddaten darstellt, die zum Decodieren des ersten und zweiten Bildsignals aus den Speichern notwendig ist.


Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission de données d’images compressées dans lequel chaque unité de temps de trame comprend des données d’images compressées en utilisant la corrélation de trame, les données d’images compressées comprenant des images de type codées en intra-trame (I), codées par prédiction (P) et codées par prédiction bidirectionnelle (B), le procédé comprenant :

la transmission dans chaque unité de temps de trame des données d’images compressées d’un premier type parmi les types d’images codées, le procédé étant caractérisé par
la transmission contemporaine à l’intérieur de la même unité de temps de trame de données d’images compressées d’un second type nécessaires pour decoder les données d’images compressées du premier type.

2. Procédé de transmission de données d’images compressées tel que défini dans la revendication 1, comprenant :

la copie d’ensembles de somme de données d’images compressées comprenant des types d’images codées depuis des unités de temps de trame respectives dans plusieurs unités de temps de trame successives respectivement afin de fournir les données d’images compressées du second type pour le décodage des données d’images codées du premier type.

3. Procédé de transmission de données d’images compressées tel que défini dans la revendication 1, comprenant :

la commutation à un point de commutation entre deux séries de trains de données d’images compressées en utilisant une corrélation de trame, et l’insertion des données d’images compressées du second type nécessaires pour le décodage des données d’images codées du premier type dans les trains de données respectifs des deux séries de données d’images compressées commutées.

4. Procédé de transmission de données d’images compressées tel que défini dans la revendication 3, comprenant :

l’affectation, à l’intérieur de l’unité de temps de trame respective et après le point de commutation, de données d’images compressées du second type nécessaire pour le décodage des données d’images compressées du premier type.

5. Appareil de transmission de données d’images compressées comprenant :

un décodeur (23, 24) destiné à juger un premier et un second signal d’image d’entrée compressé en utilisant la corrélation de trame, les premier et second signaux d’images comprenant des images de type codées en intra-trame (I), codées par prédiction (P) et codées par prédiction bidirectionnelle (B),
une première et une seconde mémoires (25, 26) destinées à conserver temporairement et respectivement les premier et second signaux d’images compressés ;
des moyens de commande (28, 29) destinés à commander une opération de lecture des premier et second signaux d’images compressés depuis les première et seconde mémoires en se basant sur le type des premier et second signaux d’images étant jugés par le décodeur ; et un moyen de commutation (29) destiné à commuter, en fonction d’un signal de commutation entre les premier et second signaux d’images lus depuis les première et seconde mémoires pour générer le signal d’image compressé ob-
tenu par la commutation, caractérisé en ce que
le décodeur (23, 24) peut être utilisé pour juger si les premier et second signaux d’images avant ou après le point de commutation nécessitent un second type nécessaire de signal d’image codée pour décoder le premier ou le second signal d’image, et
le moyen de commande (28) commande les mémoires afin d’ajouter aux premier et second signaux d’image au niveau du point de commutation, le signal d’image représentant un type de données d’images codées nécessaires pour décoder les premier et second signaux d’images depuis les mémoires.

6. Appareil de transmission de données d’images compressées tel que défini dans la revendication 5, dans lequel les premier et second signaux d’images sont introduits, à chaque unité de temps de trame respective, dans les première et seconde mémoires, et dans lequel le moyen de commande (28) commande les mémoires afin d’ajouter, à chacune des unités de temps de trame des premier et second signaux d’images au niveau du point de commutation, un signal d’image ou des signaux d’images nécessaires pour décoder les premier et second signaux d’images compressés correspondant et pour lire les signaux d’images compressés depuis les mémoires (25, 26).